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In this supplementary note we wish to make some corrections to our 
earlier paper (Information and Control 1, pp. 113-126), to add a little 
to it, and to emphasize something in it. 
MINOR CORRECTIONS 
(i) In formula (8), W should be capitalized throughout. 
(ii) In formula (14), on the left, the denominator should be ] N I. 
(iii) The formula on page 125 should be number 34. 
(iv) On page 12~ p(tl - -  t2) is expressed as a scalar product. Here 
a l ,  - . -  , a~ should be replaced by their square roots. 
RANKS OF COVARIANCE MATRICES 
Dr. Edgar Reich has pointed out to one of us ( I JG)  that the proof 
of the theorem stated at the top of page 125 contains an error, in that 
we had incorrectly assumed that 
det{cos (t, - t~)x~} >= O. 
The theorem in question is that if the absolutely continuous part, F1 (~o)' 
of the spectral function does not vanish identically, then all covariance 
matrices {p(t~ - t~)} (/1 , t2, • • • , tm distinct) are nonsingular. 
We may prove the theorem as follows: 
Consider the following analytic function of ~0: 
/~t;L X. e . 
If this function vanishes for a nonenumerable s t of values of ~ it van- 
ishes for all ~0. In this case, if we multiply by exp(-io~t~), integrate with 
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respect to o~ between -c  and c, divide by  2c and let c tend to infinity, 
we see that  },~ = 0(~ = 1, 2, - . .  , m).  Thus the functions exp(io~t~) 
(t~ -- 1, 2, • • • , m) must  be linearly independent in any nonenumerable 
set of values of ~, and in particular in the set at which F (~)  has either 
positive density or a positive jump. Therefore (by t i i tbert and Courant,  
1953, p. 62) the Gram determinant 
is positive. But  this determinant is det {p(t~ - t,)}, so the theorem is 
proved. (Dr. Reich has independently found another proof.) 
On page 124 of our paper we proved that  if the spectrum is discrete, 
with only a finite number,  n l ,  of "spectral ines" (i.e. jumps) ,  then no 
covariance matrix can have  rank greater than nl. We now prove the 
following converse: 
Under  the same circumstances almost all n~ X n~ covariance matrices 
will be nonsingular or, what  comes  to the same thing, almost all co- 
variance matrices of order at least n~ will have rank n~. 
Proof.  I f  det {exp(it~o~,)} = 0 for a set of values of (/1, - . .  , ln ; )  of 
positive nl-dimensional measure then, being an integral function of 
(t l ,  "-- , t,~), it must  vanish identically. (This fact is familiar for the 
ease na = 1, and can be proved by induction on nl.) So all derivatives 
with respect to the t, will vanish. Differentiate with respect to t~ once, 
t2 twice, . . .  , t,~ nl t imes and then put t~ = 0, t2 = 0, . . .  , t,1 = 0. 
Then the determinant will be a Vandermonde determinant and will 
therefore not vanish: a contradiction. Thus the vectors 
(~ 'a l  e it~l, " '" , "V~,~ e it'~"~) (it = 1, 2, . . .  , n l )  
are almost always linearly independent; so their Gram determinant 
det {p(t~ - -  t,)} > O. 
EMPHASIS  
Dr. Nelson B lachman has expressed concern to one of us ( I JG)  that 
even in the periodie mode l  one can get all the information in any  period 
of t ime however  short. We agree with him; in order to make sense of the 
mode l  it is necessary to work  out the rate of transmission in terms of 
what  is received in a period T. In the nonperiodie mode l  even this device 
is not available. P resumably  the paradox could be completely resolved 
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only if we allowed for rounding-off noise, as conjectured on page 120 of 
the paper. 
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